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Dogs are not our whole lives, but they make our lives whole.

Stamping with Scooter
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30-831 guilty pleasures

Meet Scooter.

See that smile? Yes, Scooter can smile!  And why 
wouldn’t she?  While covered in fur and frequently 
found to be wagging her tail, she is more person 
than pup.   Rescued and loved beyond measure, 
Scooter has captured our hearts and is now ready 
to capture your creativity!

When she isn’t cuddling her pet parents 
and Penny Black family, she can be found 
charming her neighbors and dreaming of, 
well, what all dogs dream of...

used 30-831, 30-238 used 30-831, 51-095, 30-238
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Products shown 75% of actual size.

30-829 downward dog

30-832 paws and relax
30-834 doggone great

She appreciates self-care,

used 30-832, 30-433, 51-441 used 30-829, 30-433, 40-489, 51-441 used 30-834, 30-476, 51-630, 51-335

used 30-834, 51-651, 30-825, 51-531 used 30-834, 51-104, 30-392, 51-651, 51-531
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30-837 pawsome birthday

celebrates with style,

used 30-837, 51-551, 51-355, 51-652 used 30-837, 30-836, 51-414, 51-549, 51-510used 30-837, 51-441, 51-338, 30-818               

Products shown 75% of actual size.
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30-830 puptastic

30-836 blown away

and never shies away from adventure!

used 30-830, 30-825, 51-200, 51-597

used 30-830, 51-597, 51-549, 51-198, 30-416

used 30-836, 51-033, 51-017

used 30-830, 51-597, 30-666, 51-676, 51-503

Products shown 75% of actual size.
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30-838 friends & adventures30-841 happy camper

She certainly knows the value of good friends...

used 30-838, 51-651, 51-273, 51-598
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12 13Products shown 75% of actual size.

30-833 tu-tu amazing

30-835 hot diggity dog

…and good music!

used 30-833, 51-215, 40-254, 51-441

used 30-835, 51-608, 51-104
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30-839 zooming by

She even knows how to keep a pawsitive attitude as the 
world around us is constantly changing. 

used 30-839, 51-003, 51-441, 51-644, 51-422, 51-504 used 30-839, 51-504, 51-441, 51-422

Products shown 75% of actual size.
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30-840 dance in the rain

Our dear Scooter shared her unconditional 
love with us for nearly 20 years.  And while 
she is gone from our lives, she is never gone 
from our hearts.  We are so honored that 
her playful paws, known to joyfully spring 
to greet a new friend at the door with a toy 
in her mouth, will continue to live on in our 
Stamping with Scooter stamps and the cards 
YOU create and share with love.

Our pets are there for us, rain or shine, and, together with you, Penny Black wants to be 
there for our furry friends.  

In memory of Scooter, a portion of the proceeds of sales from our Stamping with 
Scooter stamps will be donated to rescue centers with the goal of helping animals  
find loving homes.
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And who better to illustrate Scooter’s
adventures, personality, and cute quirks? 
Her Pet Mama, Shannon, a wonderful 
member of our Penny Black family. 

used 30-829, 30-673, 51-653 used 30-829, 51-570, 51-653, 51-422
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SCOOTER SIMPLICITY

Simple stamping and a touch of color results in 
finished cards that are beaming with Scooter’s 
charm and a fresh, modern look.

BONUS INSPIRATION
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SCOOTER LOVES WATERCOLOR

With a splash and a smile, Scooter loves watercolor, 
too.  Explore your favorite mediums with Scooter and 
her fabulous friends.

BONUS INSPIRATION
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SCOOTER KEEPS STAMPING

With your crafty paws on Scooter’s happy stamp 
designs, the fun and inspiration just don’t stop!

© 2021 Penny Black, Inc. All Rights Reserved.used 30-832, 51-652, 51-354, 51-007

used  30-832, 51-402

used 30-837, 51-409, 51-032

used  30-831, 51-095, 51-339, 51-441 used 51-335, 51-510, 51-623, 30-834

BONUS INSPIRATION


